
Some people argue that to set out a new business, counting on a certain amount of money is 
inevitable, while others believe this could be possible by means of influential connections. To 
what extent do you agree? Write your own idea

Economists always encourage people to begin their own business. It is necessary for any 
country to be productive and invent new ideas for economic growth that they called GPD which 
is short form of gross domestic product.in simple terms it means the monetary value of all the 
finished goods and services produced within a country's borders in a specific time period. but 
when we talk about setting a new business up we are faced a big question: “how much wealth 
should we should spend for trigger”?

Many people think that initiatinge a new business is impossible without sufficient money. They 
argue that to start anything in business you require a minimum wealth but others believe that 
money isn’t a big matter, but the fundamental factor depends on how much credit you have. 
They explain that influential connections could compensate the lack lake of money. 

I think the second groups is are right because nowadays big financial businesses in the world 
like The Wall Street are based on credits. In many stock markets people work with a wealth that 
is not theirs and they buy things just by their credits which that we can call it virtual money and 
then they sell those things and earn a profit get economic benefits without spending a penny. 
these modern financial connections metamorphose into the world’s economy. And many 
developed countries use this system for their GPD.

Many times a simple idea could transform to a big international business. There are many 
companies that they are looking for an innovative idea to growth their wealth. Even there is a 
website where that people upload their business ideas to them and ask for financial aid to 
realize came a visionary idea true. And sometimes they find good investors if their idea is worth 
in website subscribers' ’s audiences’ eyes.

As a conclusion I should say the most important thing for setting up out a new business is 
having a good idea for your trade and how to attract investments for its trigger. In other words, 
a fundamental requirement for a successful business is not how much money you have, but 
rather hence the way in which that you present perform it to the investors.


